In the absence of Qidan [Khitan] descriptions of themselves,” Nancy Steinhardt writes in her path-breaking *Liao Architecture*, “Chinese writers of standard histories and other texts have become *de facto* anthropologists.”¹ We have two main Chinese records of Qidan burial customs: a tenth-century reference in the *Old History of the Tang* (*Jiu Tangshu* 舊唐書) and an eyewitness account by the Southern Song author Wen Weijian 文惟簡. The former says that unlike the Chinese, who have always buried the dead in tombs and held elaborate mortuary rites, Qidan people escort the corpse to the high mountains and place it in a tree. Sons and grandsons do not mourn for their deceased parents and grandparents; instead, parents and grandparents cry from morning to night for a deceased male descendant.² Wen Weijian’s account focuses more closely on the treatment of the corpse, describing in vivid language how Qidan people cut open the corpse of a noble person and stuff it with fragrant ingredients, how they prick the skin to drain bodily fluids, and finally how they adorn the face of the dry mummy with a gold or silver mask.³

Widely cited in modern studies of Liao tombs, these historical accounts do accord with some archaeological finds, such as the frequent use of metal masks in aristocratic Qidan tombs. But these records also reveal the distinct mentality of their authors, who were mainly interested in the *differences* between the Qidan and the Chinese. Absent in this type of literature are *shared* features of Qidan and Chinese tombs, as well as observations of cultural interaction and assimilation. In other words, if these authors performed the role of “*de facto* anthropologists” of Liao tombs, they did so by essentializing the Qidan’s alienness.
Modern archaeology allows us to reevaluate these historical references while still using them. Whereas numerous excavations indeed prove the existence of indigenous burial customs in the Liao territory, they also tell us that Qidan funerary culture was by no means pure and exclusive, but was surprisingly dynamic and open to heterogeneous traditions. It is based on this newly acquired notion of cultural complexity that some original studies of Liao tombs have been conducted in recent years. The present study follows this direction to explore the manner and nature of cultural assimilation in Liao funerary art and architecture. Since I will focus on the two earliest datable tombs from the Liao, my discussion also aims to provide an in-depth reading of these two tombs.

The Tombs

Located at present-day Baoshan 寶山 in Chifeng 赤峰, Inner Mongolia, and designated as Baoshan Tombs 1 and 2, these two tombs were found inside a large graveyard about 30 kilometers northeast of the Supreme Capital of the Liao (Liao Shangjing 遼上京). Enclosed by walls, the rectangular cemetery was about 187 meters long and 157 meters wide, and contained a dozen or so tombs. The cemetery was first reported in 1958, after local archaeologists surveyed the remaining murals in a robbed tomb. Baoshan Tombs 1 and 2 were excavated in 1993 and 1996. The report of the excavation, published in 1998, immediately attracted scholars' attention for three reasons: the tombs' early dates, possible imperial status, and extraordinary murals.

First, an inscription in Baoshan Tomb 1, written in handsome Chinese calligraphy, dates this tomb to 923 (the second year of the Tianzan 天赞 era), making it the earliest known Liao aristocratic tomb yet excavated—only seven years after the founding of the Liao and sixteen years after the fall of the Tang. Tomb 2 yielded an unpolished stone slab with a short inscription written in "small Qidan script" (Qidan xiaozì 契丹小字). To my knowledge, this inscription has not been deciphered. But because this type of script was invented around 926, and because this tomb is similar to Tomb 1 in many ways, the excavators have suggested that Tomb 2 was constructed "not long after Tomb 1," probably before 930, making it the second earliest Liao aristocratic tomb we know.

Second, the inscription in Tomb 1 also identifies the tomb occupant as Qinde 勤德, the second son of the "Great Young Master" (Da Shaojun 大少君). The Old History of the Five Dynasties (Jiu Wudai shi 舊五代史) records that Abaoji 阿保機, the founder of the Liao, had three sons, the youngest of whom had the
title Young Master (Shaojun 少君). This record has led the excavators to propose that the graveyard belonged to the Liao royal clan Yelü 耶律, possibly even to the branch of Abaoji himself. An analysis of the skeletal remains in Tomb 2 identifies the occupant as an adult female. Because this tomb is located closer to the center of the cemetery, the excavators have hypothesized that it must have belonged to an important female member of the royal family, probably the wife of the “Great Young Master.”

Third, paintings found in both graves are among the finest tomb murals in Chinese art history, characterized by extremely high artistry as well as unusual subject matter. Since the publication of the excavation report, these paintings have been carefully studied by a number of scholars. Wu Yugui 吳玉貴 and Qi Hong 漆紅 identified the two principal murals in Tomb 2 as depictions of famous Chinese stories. Other scholars, such as Luo Shiping 羅世平 and Sun Ji 孫機, compared the murals’ compositions with transmitted Tang paintings and studied the costumes of the painted figures. Whereas these studies have laid a basis for any discussion of the Baoshan tombs, especially Tomb 2, this essay has a set of different goals. Most importantly, instead of taking the two murals in Tomb 2 as independent works of art, and hence focusing on problems of iconography and style, I will explore the meaning of the paintings’ content and style within their funerary context. This approach will lead me to examine the murals within three interrelated analytical frames. The first is to view them as a “pair” designed for an inner stone room in Tomb 2; the second is to discover the meaning of this inner space by comparing its interior murals with those surrounding it; and the third is to discuss the two Baoshan tombs together, extracting historical evidence from their similarities and differences. This contextual approach demands an analysis conducted on shifting levels, from the tombs’ architectural structure to their interior decoration and then to the pair of murals in Tomb 2. This analysis will finally lead us to uncover the layered significance of the murals and their multiple subjectivities.

The Architectural Program of the Baoshan Tombs

The two Baoshan tombs share a similar architectural program, each comprised of a paved passageway, a small courtyard at the end of the passageway, a brick gate imitating a timber structure, a short tunnel inside the gate, a chamber with a domed ceiling, and an inner room containing a “coffin bed” at the rear (Fig. 1). While bricks were used to construct each tomb’s basic structure, the inner room was built of polished stone slabs. Perhaps because Tomb 1 belonged to a male descendant
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Fig. 1. Plans of the Baoshan tombs. Chifeng, Inner Mongolia, China. Top: Tomb 1, 923 CE; bottom: Tomb 2, after 926 and possibly before 930 CE. From Neimenggu wenwu kaogu yanjusuo and Alukeerqinqi wenwu guanliuzuo, “Nei Monggu Chifeng Baoshan Liao bihuamu fajue jianbao,” Wenwu 1 (1998), figs. 2, 37.
of the royal family, it is larger than Tomb 2 and has a more elaborate door and flanking wings; its inner stone room also stands in the middle of the tomb chamber, instead of being attached to the chamber's back wall as seen in Tomb 2. Regardless of such differences, both tombs resemble a “northern style” of late Tang tombs, which differs considerably from that of contemporary tombs in the metropolitan Guanzhong area. Comparing Baoshan Tomb 1 and Wang Gongshu’s tomb located at Balizhuang in the northwest suburbs of Beijing (Fig. 2), we find similar sloping passageways and connected little courtyards, similar brick gates with extended wings, similar rectangular chambers with round corners, and similar “imitation” timber structures in the tomb chambers. Both tombs likewise place their coffin beds to the north, thus differing from metropolitan tombs in which coffins are in most cases attached to the west wall. Wang Gongshu’s tomb was built in 846, eighty years prior to Baoshan Tomb 1. There is little doubt that the architectural style exemplified by this late Tang tomb provided the Liao royal burial with an established Chinese prototype.

The Baoshan tombs, however, are unique in their inner stone rooms, which seem a standard feature in the Baoshan cemetery but are nearly absent in Liao tombs built a mere ten to twenty years later. We still cannot securely identify the origin of this design. But it is interesting that a similar stone inner chamber was an
Fig. 3. Plans of Song Shaozu’s tomb. Datong, Shanxi. 477 CE.
From Shanxi sheng kaogu yanjiusuo and Datong shi kaogu yanjiusuo, “Datongshi Bei Wei Song Shaozu mu fajie jianbao,” Wenwu 7 (2001), figs. 5, 6.

(Fig. 3a) Plan of the tomb of Song Shaozu
(After Shanxi Sheng Kaogu Yanjiusuo and Datong Shi Kaogu Yanjiusuo, 2001, p. 22)

(Fig. 3b) Sectional view of the tomb of Song Shaozu
(After Shanxi Sheng Kaogu Yanjiusuo and Datong Shi Kaogu Yanjiusuo, 2001, p. 21)
important feature of some Northern Wei 北魏 tombs constructed four hundred years earlier. Five such early examples are known, and include a miniature stone house in the tomb of Song Shaozu 宋昭祖, a Northern Wei official who died in 477 (Fig. 3); four stone sarcophagi found in close proximity at Zhijiaobao 智家堡 village south of Datong 大同, dating from the 480s; and Ning Mao’s 宁懋 house-shaped sarcophagus constructed before 527. 17 It can be hypothesized that the tenth-century Qidan, whose ancestry can be traced back to the Xianbei 鲜卑 who established the Northern Wei, revived this ancient tomb structure. That both the Northern Wei and Liao royal houses used a “stone house” (shishi 石室) in ancestral worship may add further support to this contention. 18 But even though such connections remain hypothetical, it is safe to assume that the consistent use of the inner stone room in the Baoshan cemetery must imply specific purposes. Some of these purposes, I believe, can be understood through investigating the murals painted in different parts of the tombs.

**The Pictorial Program of Baoshan Tomb 1**

As mentioned earlier, the stone room of Tomb 1 stands in the center of the tomb chamber. It is not an isolated miniature building, however, but is integrated into a series of spaces divided by doors. Entering the main gate of the tomb, a visitor would face a wooden door across a short tunnel, which originally marked the beginning of the tomb chamber. Behind this door is a small open space surrounded by doors on all four sides. While the door to the tomb chamber is now behind the visitor, a stone door in front of him opens to the interior of the stone room, where two wooden doors to the left and right lead to an enclosed “outer space” surrounding the stone room. There are therefore three interrelated spaces in the tomb (Fig. 4):
the space along the central axis from the main gate to the gate of the stone room (Area A); the space around the stone room (Area B); and the space inside the stone room (Area C). Painted images decorating these spaces provide important clues to understanding their significance.

Not coincidentally, the pictorial images in these three spaces constitute three homogeneous groups. Images in Area A consist of pairs of male and female attendants, who stand along the central axis of the tomb and flank the series of doors from outside to inside (Fig. 5). Images in the second group decorate the outer walls of Area B. To the west there is a group of seven servants, either waiting obediently or delivering food or drink to the deceased master (Fig. 6). On the opposite east wall is a groom standing in front of three riderless horses. The saddle and harness of the first horse are especially elaborate, decorated with gold ornaments; clearly this is the prized mount of the tomb occupant (Fig. 7). Images on the north wall depict livestock as well as food and drink displayed on a low table, again identifying Area B as a "living space" for the dead. This significance is confirmed by the figures depicted in this space, which all have distinct Qidan hairstyles, wear contemporary Qidan clothes, and are portrayed in a realistic manner (see Fig. 6).

In sharp contrast, paintings in Area C employ a typical Chinese pictorial style to illustrate traditional Chinese figures and stories. The mural on the east wall bears a label: "A Picture of Descending Immortals" (Jiangzhen tu 降真図). It depicts a legend first told in the Private Biography of Emperor Wu of the Han (Han Wudi neizhuan 漢武帝內傳), that in 105 BCE, upon the emperor's invitation, the Queen
Above: Fig. 6. Attendants, west wall of Baoshan Tomb 1. Courtesy of the School of Art and the Humanities, Guangdong Academy of Fine Arts.

Fig. 7. Groom and riderless horse, east wall of Baoshan Tomb 1. Courtesy of the School of Art and the Humanities, Guangdong Academy of Fine Arts.
Mother of the West (Xiwangmu 西王母) and her celestial companions arrived on clouds at the emperor’s Chenghua Palace 承華殿 to meet with him (Fig. 8). The painting on the west wall is severely damaged. The surviving images include two figures sitting on rocks in the foreground and facing inward. Their relaxed manner, as well as two tall, gnarled trees that frame the composition, have convinced the excavators that the painting’s theme is gao yì 高逸—lofty recluses who have found freedom beyond the mundane world.

The radical difference between the pictures in Area B and Area C implies a divergent meaning for the two spaces, that is, that the space outside the stone room pertains to the contemporary human world, while the interior space of the stone room is transformed into a fictional, transcendental realm. This difference in symbolism is reinforced by different means, including literary theme and artistic style: references from traditional Chinese literature and art are employed for the inner space, whereas contemporary Qidan images help construct the outer space. This pictorial program is shared by Baoshan Tomb 2, but unfortunately, most images in the outer space in this tomb can no longer be seen. Based on the surviving traces, however, the excavators believe that the original mural beyond the stone room “should have resembled the scenes of daily life depicted in Tomb 1.”
The Pair of Murals in Baoshan Tomb 2

The pictorial program of the two tombs provides a necessary context for further investigating the murals inside the stone rooms: instead of being self-contained pictorial compositions, these murals help construct an imaginary space for the dead. I will mainly focus on the two paintings inside the stone room of Tomb 2, because both pictures are well preserved.

The stone room in Tomb 2 is 2.97 meters wide, 3.2 meters deep, and 2.18 meters high. Equipped with door-leaves, it contained a coffin bed against the back wall (see Fig. 1, bottom). Like Tomb 1, the door is flanked by two pairs of attendants, both inside and outside the room. But unlike Tomb 1, in which the pair of attendants flanking the door inside the stone room consists of one male and one female figure, both members of the pair painted inside the stone room in Tomb 2 are female (Fig. 9). This difference is clearly related to the tomb occupant’s gender—it would be improper to have a male figure standing inside a royal lady’s private chamber. This also explains the dominance of female images in this room.

The excavators first labeled the mural on the north wall *Songjing tu* 誦經圖 (Chanting a Buddhist sutra), based on the last line of a poem inscribed on the painting:

Snow-feathered bird from Mount Long with a red beak,
You have received much coaching from our palace lady.
Never speaking ordinary words in front of people,
All the sounds you make are the chanting of Buddhist sutras.

This poem has enabled scholars to scrutinize the painting’s subject matter more closely. The consensus is that the painting and the poem both tell a specific story. But scholars have different opinions about the precise content of the story. According to Wu Yugui, the poem summarizes a well-known Tang tale in the *Miscellaneous Records of Emperor Minghuang* (Minghuang zalu 明皇雜錄): Emperor Xuanzong 玄宗 of the Tang (i.e., Minghuang) and his favorite consort Yang Guifei 楊貴妃 (also known as Yang Yuhuan 楊玉環 or Yang Taizhen 楊太真) loved an unusual
white parrot from Longshan, whom they nicknamed White-Robed Girl (Xueyi Nü 雪衣女 or Xueyi Niang 雪衣娘). One day the parrot flew over to Guifei, and told her in a human voice that she had dreamed the previous night of being caught and crushed by a vicious eagle. To prevent the calamity prophesied by the dream, the emperor asked Guifei to teach the parrot The Heart Sutra (Xinjing 心经) until she could recite it fluently. But when the royal couple later took the parrot to a palace resort, an eagle suddenly came and killed the parrot. Sadly, the emperor and Guifei had her buried in the imperial garden, and named the burial Yingwu Zhong 鹦鹉塚 (Tomb of the Parrot).

Wu Yugui’s iconographical identification has been challenged by Qi Hong, who argues that, rather than portraying Yang Guifei, the central figure in the painting must be Empress Wu Zetian 武則天 (624–705) of the Tang. Like Wu Yugui, Qi Hong derives his evidence from a collection of historical anecdotes, this time the Informal Writings by Elder Jiean (Jiean Laoren manbi 戒庵老人漫筆) compiled by the Ming author Li Xu 李詠 (1506–1593):
The Tang empress Wu [Zetian] had a pet parrot called White-Robed [Girl]. Smart and astute in nature, the bird could chant the entire volume of *The Heart Sutra*. The empress kept it in a gold cage and never let it out of her sight. One day Wu Zetian joked to the parrot: “If you can make a verse begging to be freed, I will release you from the cage.” The bird seemed excited, and after a short while chanted a poem: “Wearing worn autumn feathers like beat-up clothes, I left Longshan’s forest long ago. If you open the cage to release White-Robed Girl, I’ll forever praise the name of the bodhisattva Guanshiyin 觀世音.” The empress was delighted and opened the cage for the parrot. After several days, while perched on the [cage’s] ball-shaped jade knob, the bird died. Heartbroken, Wu Zetian ordered a sandalwood coffin made for the bird and buried it in the palace garden. 23

Although both stories concern the relationship between a royal lady and a parrot named White-Robed Girl, and seem therefore equally plausible sources of the tomb mural, Qi Hong argues that the principal lady in the painting cannot be Yang Guifei because the painted figure has a slender body, whereas Yang was famous for her corpulent physique. Moreover, he finds common features between the parrot’s verse in the Wu Zetian story and the poem inscribed on the painting: the two poems have the same rhymes, use identical phrases and key characters, and have similar sentence structures. To him, these shared features imply a direct relationship between the story and the painting.

Qi’s argument is compelling. But in my view it still falls short of refuting Wu Yugui’s identification for two reasons—one pictorial, one textual. In the mural, the principal lady is shown seated behind a narrow table under a leafy willow tree; in front of her on the table is an open scroll (Fig. 10). An exotic palm tree and an ornate Taihu rock identify the setting as a royal garden. Two female attendants stand behind the lady, one holding a fan, the other, a cup. Two more attendants stand in front of the lady, looking at her attentively. Meanwhile, the lady is fully occupied in reading the scroll, using a long stick to point at the characters. Her listener is a white parrot standing next to the scroll. Alert and directly facing the royal lady, it seems to be remembering every word the lady is uttering.

This episode is absent in the story from *Informal Writings by Elder Jiean*, in which the bird, not Wu Zetian, chants *The Heart Sutra*. But in the tale from the *Miscellaneous Records of Minghuang*, it is Yang Guifei who teaches the parrot to
read *The Heart Sutra*, which fits the scene shown in the painting perfectly. Moreover, checking textual sources, we find that Zhang Xuan 張萱 (713–755) and Zhou Fang 周昉 (ca. 730–800), two Tang masters of female images, both did paintings based on this second story. Their related works, now lost, still existed in the Northern Song royal collection and were listed in the *Painting Catalogue of the Xuanhe Era* (*Xuanhe huapu* 宣和畫譜). Zhang Xuan’s painting was entitled *Painting Taizhen [i.e., Yang Guifei] Teaching a Parrot* (*Xie Taizhen jiao yingwu tu* 写太真教鸚鵡圖); Zhou Fang’s work was called *A Royal Concubine Teaching a Parrot* (*Feizi jiao yingwu tu* 妃子教鸚鵡圖). Clearly referring to the Yang Guifei story in the *Miscellaneous Records of Minghuang*, these titles offer apt descriptions of the Baoshan mural. Finally, the tale about Wu Zetian and the White-Robed Girl first appeared in a sixteenth-century text, more than six hundred years after the Baoshan mural. The story about Yang Guifei and the parrot was already quite popular in the eighth or ninth century, one to two hundred years before the Baoshan mural was painted.

The painting on the southern wall presents no problem in its subject matter, because it bears a poem that contains the name Suniang 蘇娘 and identifies her as the maker of a famous palindrome:
TENTH-CENTURY CHINA AND BEYOND

[Her husband] still campaigning against the Liao late in the year, Madame Su is worn out with worry.

“I am sending him a palindrome woven of repeated careful instructions to express my lifelong love and solicitude.”

Here Suniang, or Madame Su, is the fourth-century female poet Su Hui or Su Ruolan. Several versions of Su Hui’s story exist. According to the one in the History of Jin (Jin shu), she was from Shiping and good at writing. Her husband Dou Tao was sent by Fu Jian, the founding emperor of the Former Qin, into exile on the frontier. To express her longing, Su invented a kind of palindrome (huiwen shi) that could be read forward or backward and in many other ways. She wove the poem with five-colored thread into a piece of brocade and sent it to Dou Tao. Another version, said to have been composed by Wu Zetian in 692—two years after she ascended the throne to become the first female emperor of China—contains more biographical details, including a bitter fight between Su Hui and Dou Tao over the latter’s infatuation with a beautiful concubine. As a result she refused to accompany Dou Tao to his post, but later regretted her decision and created the palindrome to win back her husband’s favor.

In my view this second version is unlikely to be the source of the Baoshan mural, not only because its authorship by Wu Zetian is rejected by textual scholars, but also because it describes Su Hui as an intellectual woman flawed with “a quick temperament and jealousy” (xing jinyu ji, poshang jidu). It is difficult to imagine that the patron of the Baoshan mural would associate the deceased royal lady with such an unflattering image.

The mural depicts the moment when Su Hui is dispatching an emissary to her husband (Fig. 11). Surrounded by five female companions or attendants, she has a wistful expression on her face. Holding the brocade in her left hand, she is pointing to a young man with her right hand, as though in the middle of telling him the importance of the object. In response, the emissary slightly bends his upper body and holds both hands in front of his chest—a gesture of loyalty. A female companion is handing him a little scroll, perhaps a letter. Interestingly, like the painting on the
north wall, which depicts Yang Guifei teaching the white parrot to chant *The Heart Sutra* (see Fig. 10), this mural portraying Su Hui sending the palindrome to her husband can also be traced to Zhang Xuan and Zhou Fang. The *Painting Catalogue of the Xuanhe Era* lists six works entitled either *Zhijin huiwen tu* or *Zhijin xuanji tu*, both meaning “image of an embroidered palindrome.” The first four were painted by these two Tang masters. Luo Shiping has compared the Baoshan mural with extant works attributed to Zhang Xuan and Zhou Fang, and has found many similarities in their overall compositions and arrangements of figures. He concludes that the Baoshan mural must have been based on a lost Tang painting.

Luo’s conclusion seems convincing, but it does not explain the intriguing relationship between the two murals. Judging from the similar size, composition, color scheme, and inscriptions of the two murals, there is little doubt that they were conceptualized and designed as a pair. However, internal visual evidence also indicates that they have divergent origins, for the figures’ body types, costumes, and hairstyles all show striking differences. On the south wall, Su Hui and her female companions have oval-shaped faces, round shoulders, and a kind of stout appearance
often seen in Tang paintings. In contrast, Yang Guifei and her companions on the north wall have a quite different body type, slender and more angular. Many of them stand straight and still, without the kind of gestures that characterize the figures in the other composition. Most obviously, the women in the two pictures have different hairstyles and wear different dresses. Generally speaking, the clothes of Su Hui and her companions (see Fig. 11) follow the Tang style as seen in paintings such as Court Ladies Preparing the Newly Woven Silk (Daolian tu 織錦圖, a Song copy of Zhang Xuan’s original) and Court Ladies Wearing Flowers in Their Hair (Zanhua shīnǚ tu 花仕女圖, attributed to Zhou Fang), whereas those of Yang Guifei and her companion (see Fig. 10) are closer to female images from the late Tang to Song. The former is characterized by tight sleeves, long skirts, and abundant streamers and scarves; while the most distinct feature of the latter is the long, straight jacket over the inner garments. 31

However, the artist made an unmistakable effort to unify these two compositions of different origins into a tightly integrated pictorial program. In both paintings, the figures appear on mid-level, facing left amidst tall trees. The painter employed a standard compositional method, placing the figures along parallel diagonal lines on a tilted ground. He also used the same palette, with red and blue as the two main colors, and occasional gold to highlight the ladies’ ornaments. The trees and plants in both murals are again similar, depicted in blue and green in isolated clusters. Both paintings have poems inscribed in an identical manner. Because the two poems use the same set of rhymes, they were likely added to the pictures by the painter. 32 Placed at the upper left corner on the south wall and at the upper right corner on the north wall, these two poems create a kind of mirror effect for the paintings.

The two murals also differ markedly in terms of subject matter: Su Hui’s story is about a woman’s love and loyalty toward her husband, whereas the tale of the White-Robed Girl falls into the literary genre of “records of the strange” (zhì guì 志怪). A question emerges: Why were these two unrelated Chinese stories paired together to decorate a Qidan lady’s tomb? And why is Su Hui, who has a much lower social status than Yang Guifei, portrayed as a grand royal lady? These two paintings pose other questions as well. For example, who is the painter? Can we find traces of his identity and intention in his work? These and other questions lead us to think about the meaning of these two paintings more deeply, not only exploring their content and style but also connecting them with their patron and creators.
Human Connections

The connection between the two murals in Baoshan Tomb 2 and the tomb’s occupant seems obvious: as mentioned earlier, this tomb belonged to a lady in the early Liao court, possibly the daughter-in-law of Emperor Abaoji. It is thus fitting that the central figures of the murals are both represented as aristocratic women of the highest rank. This connection explains why Su Hui is portrayed as a grand royal lady despite her relatively low origin. In other words, represented in this way, the central characters of the two murals became compatible with the occupant of Tomb 2 in social status. The paintings thus provided her with two prominent historical counterparts.

To determine why these two specific stories were chosen for this tomb is more complex. A number of assumptions can be made. For example, we can assume that the two stories were chosen because they conveyed some general symbolism favored by the patron—a standard practice in illustrating historical tales in earlier Chinese tombs. It is possible that the image of Yang Guifei reading a Buddhist sutra inspired the idea of religious devotion and was therefore selected to allude to the deceased lady; the story was suitable for a tomb also because of the apotropaic (bixie) function of The Heart Sutra to protect the dead. Similarly, the story of Su Hui, which emphasizes a woman’s devotion to her husband, may have been used for this reason to glorify the Qidan woman interred next to the image. Such connections gain additional evidence from a comparison with Baoshan Tomb 1: the two murals painted in the same positions inside its stone room are both centered on men and provided the tomb occupant with idealized historical counterparts.

As mentioned above, one of the two murals in Tomb 1 portrays Emperor Wu of the Han, who is greeting the Queen Mother of the West and other celestial beings. This picture is connected with the tomb occupant in three ways: the male gender and royal status of the protagonist, and the theme of immortality. The other mural, probably depicting a group of hermits, is likewise centered on male figures and expresses the desire to seek freedom beyond the mundane human world. We find here a clear pattern shared by the two groups of murals in the two tombs: in both cases, paintings in the stone room are closely related to the gender and status of the deceased, and allude to the virtue and spiritual aspirations of the tomb occupant. In fact, the two groups of paintings may have been created by the same workshop: a comparison of the image of the Queen Mother of the West and that of Su Hui reveals similarities in figurative type, costume, hairstyle, and gesture, although the depiction of the Queen Mother reveals a more skilled hand.
Thus far, this section has mainly explored the murals’ human connections based on the paintings’ literary content. But a narrative painting is never a mechanical translation of a story, and a pictorial narrative always enriches or reinvents a given literary theme. It is therefore necessary to examine the paintings’ pictorial representations more carefully, and to uncover evidence of historical taste and desire from the images themselves.

Comparing the two murals—not the two stories—in Tomb 2, we find that they both seem to emphasize women’s intimate relationship with texts: Yang Guifei is absorbed in reading a scroll (see Fig. 10), and Su Hui is holding the palindrome she has just created (see Fig. 11). But since neither painting copies the words of the texts, what attracted the patron or painter of the murals was not the content of the texts, but texts as objects or “props.” Historians of Chinese painting are familiar with the many “reading women” images in later figure painting, especially during the Ming-Qing period, which portray refined female figures contemplating unidentifiable books. The Baoshan murals allow us to trace this tradition to the early tenth century, and to identify an early Liao notion of refined femininity related to contemporaneous taste.

Moreover, both paintings represent a fantasy world populated by fashionable women and exotic plants. Rarely do we find female images in tomb art so exquisitely and seductively portrayed. The ladies in the murals are themselves works of art: they have painted blue eyebrows and tiny red lips, and their coiffures are complex sculptural forms embellished with flowers and gold jewelry. No two ladies wear the same clothes; each displays a different combination of colors and patterns. In both paintings, these court ladies are accompanied by rare plants, shown prominently between the figures. Significantly, these plants—palm, banana, and bamboo—all grow in the south. The Qidan patron of the murals had probably never seen them in real life. But this was exactly why they were painted in the tomb in such an exaggerated iconic and exotic way. Based on all these observations, we can conclude that in addition to their moralistic implications, these two murals helped construct a particular kind of feminine space. Subject to a contemporary court taste, this space incorporated fashion, luxury, literacy, and romantic fantasy as its main components. This fantastic space, along with the traditional virtues of filial piety and chastity, shaped the eternal home of the woman buried in the tomb.

But what about the painter—did the murals also convey his ideas and desires? My answer is unambiguous: the content and style of the murals must have been just as meaningful to the painter as to the patron, but in an entirely different way. This is because the painter (or a group of painters working in a royal workshop) was almost
certainly Chinese. We know this from multiple factors, including the subject and style of his work, the typical Chinese images that continue a Tang tradition of figure painting, and especially the Chinese poems inscribed on both walls. Moreover, Hu Qiao’s 《俘虏记》 documents many Chinese craftsmen working in the Liao capital in the early tenth century, around the time the Baoshan murals were created. Hu was the county magistrate of Heyang 郴阳 before he was captured by the Qidan army in 946 and taken to the Supreme Capital. After spending seven years in the north, he was able to return to China in 953 (the third year of the Guangshun 广顺 era of the Latter Zhou 后周). In Records by a Captive, he states that “[In the Supreme Capital] there are various kinds of workmen making silk products and other artifacts, as well as eunuchs, acrobats, singers, wrestlers, scholars, Buddhist monks and nuns, Daoists, and others. These are all Chinese, many of them coming from prefectures such as Bing 井, Fen 汾, You 鄠, and Ji 襄.” This record should be reliable because it is an eyewitness account from someone who spent a prolonged period in the area. Most important for this essay, the place and period that Hu Qiao documented fit the Baoshan tombs perfectly. We can actually imagine that the painter(s) of the tombs were some Chinese craftsmen whom Hu might have met in the area.

Once the painter’s identity is confirmed—an identity that is not only ethnic but also cultural and artistic—we begin to see the paintings in a different light. We realize that in making these beautiful murals for an aristocratic Qidan woman, the painter was also recreating an imaginary “home” in an alien place. Working for the Liao court far beyond the Great Wall, he must have invested a particular sentiment in his work. The historical tales he was illustrating, the beautiful Chinese ladies he was portraying, and the southern landscape he was fantasizing about must have all stirred his memory of as well as his imagination about Chinese culture. Accordingly, we must take such sentiment, memory, and imagination as important stimuli to the paintings’ creation. To this end, I have been puzzling over one question: Why were the paintings inside this tiny burial chamber—merely 3 meters on each side—so exquisitely executed? It would have been impossible for these images to have been properly viewed in a low-ceilinged, windowless room. Indeed, I believe that these paintings might not have been intended to be viewed by their patrons. This possibility is partly based on the poem inscribed on the Su Hui mural.

As mentioned earlier, the first two lines of the poem read: “[Her husband] still campaigning against the Liao late in the year, / Madame Su is worn out with worry.” Recall that in the original story, Dou Tao was sent to the northwest frontier at Dunhuang, and that no existing version of the story connects him to the Liao in
the north and northeast. Clearly, this story was borrowed and modified to refer to a contemporary event. But what event? We cannot immediately take the character “Liao” in the poem as the Great Liao (Da Liao 大遼), because the Qidan royal house adopted this dynastic title only in 938 or 947, later than the 926–929 date that archaeologists have assigned to Baoshan Tomb 2.36 There are four possibilities in thinking about the meaning of “zheng Liao” (campaigning against Liao). First, the character “Liao” here may refer to the Liao River region, in which case the phrase pertains to a Qidan military expedition to the area. Second, the phrase may indeed refer to a Chinese military campaign against the Liao dynasty; but to make this assumption we need to re-date Baoshan Tomb 2 to 938 or later. Third, because the Qidan originated from the Liao River valley and consistently identified themselves with the place, the character “Liao” may be used in the poem in a nonspecific way to refer to the Qidan in general. In other words, “zheng Liao” does not refer to a particular military action but pertains to the routine clashes between China and its sworn enemy in the north. Finally, as Wu Yugui has noticed, “zheng Liao” is a conventional expression in Tang poetry, frequently employed in describing a woman’s longing for her absent husband or lover, a soldier who has been gone at the frontier for a long time. It is therefore logical to connect this expression with the Su Hui story.17

Among these four possibilities, the first is unlikely because Liao history does not record a specific campaign to the Liao River region in the early tenth century. The only eastward military action was against the Bohai Kingdom (渤海國) located east of the river. Available evidence seems also to refute the second assumption: because of the many similarities between Baoshan Tombs 1 and 2, it is difficult to argue that their construction was separated by at least fifteen years (923 to 938). In my view, the third and fourth possibilities can together offer a satisfactory explanation for the poem: namely, that in this case, the conventional poetic expression “zheng Liao” was used to express the painter/poet’s personal resentment against the Qidan.

In other words, the Chinese painter working near the Liao capital deliberately replaced the place name Dunhuang in the original story with that of Liao, in order to inject his own life experience into an old painting subject. This experience was his painful separation from home. Thus, when he assumed Su Hui’s voice in the poem, thinking about her absent husband, he was actually referring to himself, from his wife or lover’s point of view. This is again a typical trope in traditional Chinese poetry, now given real emotion and purpose. Recall, too, that the painter inscribed the poem at the upper left corner on the south wall. In this position, the poem was hidden from view from the entrance of the stone room, and could only be read by a person inside the room with a lit candle.
Interestingly, we know from two distinguished Song art historians, Liu Daochun 刘道醇 (active mid-eleventh century) and Guo Ruoxu 郭若虚 (eleventh century), that during the tenth century, some established Chinese artists, including Wang Ai 王寓, Wang Renshou 王仁寿, and Jiao Zhuo 焦著, were taken by the Liao to the north, where they were entrusted with various art projects. Among them, Wang Ai and Wang Renshou were especially skilled at making religious murals and portraits. 38 Although according to Liu Daochun, the Liao seized the three painters in 947, some twenty years after the making of the Baoshan murals, the discovery of these “Chinese” paintings in Liao royal tombs proves that something similar had happened in the earlier days of the Liao dynasty, and that there was a group of Chinese mural painters working for the Liao court in the early tenth century.

Historical texts also record that around this time, there emerged a group of distinguished Qidan painters, the two most important being Yelü Bei 耶律倍 (899–937) and Hu Gui 胡覇 (ninth–tenth century). 39 Better known by his Chinese name Li Zanhua 李贇華, Yelü Bei was the elder son of the Liao emperor Abaoji (and therefore possibly the elder paternal uncle of the occupant of Baoshan Tomb 1). Little is known about Hu Gui’s life, but most historians agree that he was a native Qidan active in the early tenth century. Significantly, both painters were famous for their portrayals of Qidan people and “barbarian horses” (fan ma 番馬). In Guo Ruoxu’s words, Yelü Bei “was good at portraying his native countrymen and horses, and made portraits for many Qidan noblemen and chieftains. The non-Chinese dresses and saddles and harnesses [in these paintings] are all precisely and elaborately executed.” 40 Surviving paintings by both painters are consistent with such descriptions. 41 We find close parallels between these extant Qidan paintings and the images depicted in the area outside the stone room in Baoshan Tomb 1. As mentioned earlier, lively realistic images portray servants and attendants in Qidan dress and hairstyle, and there is also a Qidan groom attending three horses (see Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 9). These images closely resemble works by Yelü Bei and Hu Gui, as well as murals in later Liao tombs. We can safely assume that this type of image in the Baoshan tombs was created by Qidan painters.

We thus return to the architectural structure and pictorial program of the Baoshan tombs discussed at the beginning of this essay, but with a renewed understanding: the spaces inside and outside the stone room not only represent the living environment and transcendent realm, but also pertain to different cultural and artistic traditions. Inside the stone room, Chinese themes and painting styles are used to construct a fictional, imaginary world, whereas the outer section bears realistic portrayals of scenes of daily life created by Qidan painters. Moreover, a
mural can imply different subjectivities: if to the Liao patrons the “Chinese” images were connected to history and fantasy, to the Chinese painters they were imbued with memory and homesickness.
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